Here’s the solution for ESL dairy and beverage drinks with a shelf-life of **21-28 days** and for vulnerable products like pasteurized liquid eggs. Step into the ESL market with a ready-made bespoke solution!

Our configuration for ESL products has been designed to considerably reduce the risk of contamination of cartons after filling.

Compared to aseptic packaging, it offers several benefits:

- The **nutritional and organoleptic properties** of the packaged ESL products are preserved
- The **quality** of the end product is significantly higher
- The cost of the filling machine and its maintenance is lower
- The **flexibility** of our filling machines allows switching to different volumes in less than 3 minutes

Our Product Manager CRISTIAN BALLESTRIN (cristian.ballestrin@galdi.it) is available to provide all the information you need.
RG270 SERIES

**RG270**
- **Filler**: Volumetric piston filler
- **Dimensions [mm]**: L 7715 x W 1500 x H 3390
- **Cartons Type**: A-Style; B-Style; REX
- **Delivery [Exw]**: 5 months from order
- **Speed**: Up to 7000 cph

RG50 SERIES

**RG50**
- **Filler**: Gravimetric Flowmeter
- **Dimensions [mm]**: L 4070 x W 1300 x H 2905
- **Cartons Type**: A-Style; B-Style; REX
- **Delivery [Exw]**: 4 months from order
- **Speed**: Up to 3000 cph

RG21 SERIES

**RG21**
- **Filler**: Gravimetric Flowmeter
- **Dimensions [mm]**: L 3040 x W 1100 x H 1600
- **Cartons Type**: A-Style; B-Style; REX
- **Delivery [Exw]**: 4 months from order
- **Speed**: Up to 1000 cph